
 

 

 

Abstract— The previous study showed that marital relation 

strategies, based on the husband perspective, could increase 

the husband efficacy to running and develop his business 

through spousal involvement and emotional social support. 

That last study didn’t investigate yet about the similarity 

between the husband’s marital relation strategy attitude and 

the wife expectation about the strategies. The purpose of this 

study is investigating the similarity of marital relation 

strategies between the husband attitude and the wife 

expectation. The subjects were 14 businessmen and his spouse 

in Surabaya, Indonesia. All of data distribution are normal and 

homogeneous. The data was analyzed by Paired Sample T-

Test. The result of analysis showed that wife was expect 

bigger than husband on openness strategy and advice 

strategy. There’s no difference perspective between husband 

and wife for other strategies.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Marriage relationship is one factor for male entrepreneurs to 

be successful in running their business. Entrepreneur can be 

associated with work under high pressure and uncertain 

circumstances [1]. The previous study found that spousal 

involvement has a strong positive correlation to business 

efficacy for male entrepreneurs. In addition, the social support 

of couples is also positively correlated to the business efficacy 

of male entrepreneurs. Also disclosed in previous research that 

the wife will be involved and support the husband's business 

when the husband seeks to improve the relationship marriage 

by performing certain strategies and actions [2]. 

Limitations in previous studies are only seen from the point 

of view of the husband, where the previous findings are when 

the husband has made certain strategies to maintain the 

relationship, then the wife will be involved and support the 

business of the husband [2].  On the other hand, Bell  reveals 

that precisely the most important is how the wife perceives the 

strategy that has been done by her husband, where this will 

impact on the marital satisfaction of the wife [3]. Equity theory 

considers that everyone will provide a subjective assessment 
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of their relationship with their partner. This assessment comes 

from how individuals compare their expectations to the reality 

that they get from their partners. If the expectation was fulfilled 

by the spouse, it will be a reward. The other way, if the 

expectation wasn’t fulfilled by the spouse, it will be a cost. If 

the cost is higher than the reward then the individual will feel 

under benefit and that’s not good for the relationship [4]. 

Wife’s expectation of husband’s effort in maintaining marital 

relationships should be comparable to the attitude and efforts 

of the husband in trying to maintain their marital relationship. 

In looking at the relationship of husband and wife, it is not 

enough just to see what the husband has done in strategy of 

maintaining marital relationship toward his wife, but it is also 

necessary to see how the similarity between the expectation of 

the wife and the efforts made by the husband. 

The marital relationship strategies in this research used six 

dimensions, namely openness (open to discuss things with 

their spouse), assurance (showing commitment to spouse 

about future), positivity (bring positive and pleasant 

atmosphere), conflict management (keeping relationship with 

patient and forgiving spouse), social networks (having the 

same community between spouse), and advice (giving 

opinions and feedback to spouse when experiencing problems) 

[3][5]. In this study, researchers did not see the behavior in the 

application of relationships strategy, but more to the attitude 

of the husband and wife's expectations related to the 

implementation of relationship strategy to maintain the 

relationship of marriage. The purpose of this study was to 

compare the attitudes of husband’s strategy to maintain the 

relationship and the wife's expectations related to the 

husband's behavior to maintain the marital relationship, where 

there should be no difference between the husband's attitudes 

with wife's expectation.  

Hypothesis: 

1. There is no difference between the husband's attitude 

with the wife's expectation of the marital relation 

strategy on the assurance dimension. 

2. There is no difference between the husband's attitude 

with the wife's expectations of the marital relation 

strategy on the dimensions of openness. 

3. There is no difference between the husband's attitude 

with the wife's expectation of the marital relation 

strategy on the dimension of conflict management. 

4. There is no difference between the husband's attitude 

with the wife's expectation of the marital relation 

strategy on positivity dimension. 
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